


Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

Alexander ^ Mar_15_21 And <2532> they compel <0029> (5719) one <5100> Simon <4613> a Cyrenian 
<2956>, who passed by <3855> (5723), coming <2064> (5740) out of <0575> the country <0068>, the father 
<3962> of {Alexander} <0223> and <2532> Rufus <4504>, to <2443> bear <0142> (5661) his <0846> cross 
<4716>. 

Alexander ^ Act_19_33 And <1161> they drew <4264> (5656) {Alexander} <0223> out of <1537> the 
multitude <3793>, the Jews <2453> putting <4261> <0> him <0846> forward <4261> (5660) (5625) <4261> 
(5723). And <1161> Alexander <0223> beckoned <2678> (5660) with the hand <5495>, and would <2309> 
(5707) have made his defence <0626> (5738) unto the people <1218>. 

Alexander ^ Act_19_33 And <1161> they drew <4264> (5656) Alexander <0223> out of <1537> the 
multitude <3793>, the Jews <2453> putting <4261> <0> him <0846> forward <4261> (5660) (5625) <4261> 
(5723). And <1161> {Alexander} <0223> beckoned <2678> (5660) with the hand <5495>, and would <2309>
(5707) have made his defence <0626> (5738) unto the people <1218>. 

Alexander ^ Act_04_06 And <2532> Annas <0452> the high priest <0749>, and <2532> Caiaphas <2533>, 
and <2532> John <2491>, and <2532> {Alexander} <0223>, and <2532> as many as <3745> were <2258> 
(5713) of <1537> the kindred <1085> of the high priest <0748>, were gathered together <4863> (5683) at 
<1519> Jerusalem <2419>. 

Alexander ^ 1Ti_01_20 Of whom <3739> is <2076> (5748) Hymenaeus <5211> and <2532> {Alexander} 
<0223>; whom <3739> I have delivered <3860> (5656) unto Satan <4567>, that <2443> they may learn 
<3811> (5686) not <3361> to blaspheme <0987> (5721). 

Alexander ^ 2Ti_04_14 {Alexander} <0223> the coppersmith <5471> did <1731> (5668) me <3427> much 
<4183> evil <2556>: the Lord <2962> reward <0591> (5630) him <0846> according to <2596> his <0846> 
works <2041>: 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

Alexander 1Ti_01_20 Of whom (3739 -hos -) is Hymenaeus (5211 -Humenaios -) and {Alexander} (0223 -Alexandros -) ; whom (3739 -hos -) I have delivered (3860 -paradidomi -) unto Satan (4567 -Satanas -) , that they 
may learn (3811 -paideuo -) not to blaspheme (0987 -blasphemeo -) . 

Alexander 2Ti_04_14 {Alexander} (0223 -Alexandros -) the coppersmith (5471 -chalkeus -) did (1731 -endeiknumi -) me much (4183 -polus -) evil (2556 -kakos -):the Lord (2962 -kurios -) reward (0591 -apodidomi -) him 
according (2596 -kata -) to his works (2041 -ergon -) : 

Alexander Act_04_06 And Annas (0452 -Annas -) the high (0749 -archiereus -) priest (0749 -archiereus -) , and Caiaphas (2533 -Kaiaphas -) , and John (2491 -Ioannes -) , and {Alexander} (0223 -Alexandros -) , and as 
many (3745 -hosos -) as were of the kindred (1085 -genos -) of the high (0749 -archiereus -) priest (0748 -archieratikos -) , were gathered (4863 -sunago -) together (4863 -sunago -) at (1519 -eis -) Jerusalem (2419 -
Hierousalem -) . 

Alexander Act_19_33 And they drew (4264 -probibazo -) Alexander (0223 -Alexandros -) out of the multitude (3793 -ochlos -) , the Jews (2453 -Ioudaios -) putting (4261 -proballo -) him forward (4261 -proballo -) . And 
{Alexander} (0223 -Alexandros -) beckoned (2678 -kataseio -) with the hand (5495 -cheir -) , and would (2309 -thelo -) have made (0626 -apologeomai -) his defence (0626 -apologeomai -) unto the people (1218 -demos -) . 

Alexander Act_19_33 And they drew (4264 -probibazo -) {Alexander} (0223 -Alexandros -) out of the multitude (3793 -ochlos -) , the Jews (2453 -Ioudaios -) putting (4261 -proballo -) him forward (4261 -proballo -) . And 
Alexander (0223 -Alexandros -) beckoned (2678 -kataseio -) with the hand (5495 -cheir -) , and would (2309 -thelo -) have made (0626 -apologeomai -) his defence (0626 -apologeomai -) unto the people (1218 -demos -) . 

Alexander Mar_15_21 And they compel (0029 -aggareuo -) one (5100 -tis -) Simon (4613 -Simon -) a Cyrenian (2956 -Kurenaios -) , who passed (3855 -parago -) by , coming (2064 -erchomai -) out of the country (0068 -
agros -) , the father (3962 -pater -) of {Alexander} (0223 -Alexandros -) and Rufus (4504 -Rhouphos -) , to bear (0142 -airo -) his cross (4716 -stauros -) . 
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KJV Bible Word Studies for ALEXANDER



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

Alexander 0223 # Alexandros {al-ex'-an-dros}; from the same as (the first part of) 220 and 435; 
man-defender; Alexander, the name of three Israelites and one other man: -- {Alexander}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

Alexander 0223 - Alexandros {al-ex'-an-dros}; from the same as (the first part of) 0220 and 0435; 
man-defender; Alexander, the name of three Israelites and one other man: -- {Alexander}. 

Alexander 0223 - Alexandros {al-ex'-an-dros}; from the same as (the first part of) 0220 and 0435; 
man-defender; {Alexander}, the name of three Israelites and one other man: -- Alexander. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0223 + Alexander + of Alexander + And Alexander + and Alexander +/ . Alexandros {al-ex'-an-dros}; from 
the same as (the first part of) 0220 + the cock + and the cock + time the cock + unto thee The cock +/ and 
0435 + Men + man + men + sirs + Sirs + a man + Ye men + of men + of man + the man + fellows + husband 
+ the men + The men + out Men + that men + to a man + Husbands + husbands + For a man + in to men + 
for a man + the man s + not a man + shall men + to the men + with a man + thou O man + of the man + of 
the men + and of men + unto a man + is the man + an husband + was the man + And the men + her 
husband + ye husbands + the husband + by that man + thy husband + for the man + For the man + with the
men + over the man + When the men + unto them Men + they were men + is of the man + of her husband + 
by the husband + as her husband + unto them Sirs + to her husband + their husbands + thing for a man + 
there was a man + with an husband + Let the husband + be the husbands + but the husband + for her 
husband + For the husband + unto the husband + unto them Ye men + And when the men + from her 
husband + of them were men + while her husband + her by her husband + is not thy husband + and let not 
the husband +/ ; man-defender; Alexander, the name of three Israelites and one other man: --Alexander . 

0592 + be they who separate +/ . apodiorizo {ap-od-ee-or-id'-zo}; from 0575 + at + On + on + ago + off + 
since + and on + was at + before + them at + because + begin at + out before + from among + to forsake + 
woman since + in you since + by the space + can ye escape + have been since + as was not since +/ and a 
compound of 0223 + Alexander + of Alexander + And Alexander + and Alexander +/ and 3724 + 
determined + he limiteth + And declared + was ordained + he hath ordained + by the determinate + and 
hath determined + as it was determined +/ ; to disjoin (by a boundary, figuratively, a party): --separate . 

3774 + of her that had been the wife of Urias +/ . Ourias {oo-ree'-as}; of Hebrew origin [ 0223 + Alexander 
+ of Alexander + And Alexander + and Alexander +/ ]; Urias (i .e . Urijah), a Hittite: --Urias . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

6 * alexander 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

Alexander 0223 ** Alexandros ** {Alexander}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

alexander 0223 Alexandros * {alexander} , {0223 Alexandros } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* alexander , 0223 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

alexander - 0223 {alexander},
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alexander , MAR_15_21,

alexander , ACT_04_06 , ACT_19_33 , ACT_19_33,
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alexander , 2TI_04_14,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Alexander 1Ti_01_20 # Of whom is Hymenaeus and Alexander; whom I have delivered unto Satan, that 
they may learn not to blaspheme.

Alexander 2Ti_04_14 # Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil: the Lord reward him according to his
works:

Alexander Act_04_06 # And Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, and as many 
as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered together at Jerusalem.

Alexander Act_19_33 # And they drew Alexander out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And 
Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people.

Alexander Act_19_33 # And they drew Alexander out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And 
Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people.

Alexander Mar_15_21 # And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of the country,
the father of Alexander and Rufus, to bear his cross.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Alexander and as Act_04_06 # And Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, and as 
many as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered together at Jerusalem.

Alexander and Rufus Mar_15_21 # And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of 
the country, the father of Alexander and Rufus, to bear his cross.

Alexander beckoned with Act_19_33 # And they drew Alexander out of the multitude, the Jews putting him
forward. And Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people.

Alexander out of Act_19_33 # And they drew Alexander out of the multitude, the Jews putting him 
forward. And Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people.

Alexander the coppersmith 2Ti_04_14 # Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil: the Lord reward 
him according to his works:

Alexander whom I 1Ti_01_20 # Of whom is Hymenaeus and Alexander; whom I have delivered unto Satan,
that they may learn not to blaspheme.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

alexander beckoned with Act_19_33 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

Alexander ^ Act_04_06 / Alexander /^and as many as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered 
together at Jerusalem. 

Alexander ^ Mar_15_21 / Alexander /^and Rufus, to bear his cross. 

Alexander ^ Act_19_33 / Alexander /^beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the 
people. 

Alexander ^ Act_19_33 / Alexander /^out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And Alexander 
beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people. 

Alexander ^ 2Ti_04_14 / Alexander /^the coppersmith did me much evil: the Lord reward him according to
his works: 

Alexander ^ 1Ti_01_20 / Alexander /^whom I have delivered unto Satan, that they may learn not to 
blaspheme. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

Alexander ......... Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> 

Alexander ......... and Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> 

Alexander ......... And Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> 

Alexander ......... of Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Alexander 1Ti_01_20 Of whom is Hymenaeus and {Alexander}; whom I have delivered unto Satan, that 
they may learn not to blaspheme. 

Alexander Act_04_06 And Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and {Alexander}, and as many 
as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered together at Jerusalem. 

Alexander Act_19_33 And they drew Alexander out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And 
{Alexander} beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people. 

Alexander Mar_15_21 And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of the country, 
the father of {Alexander} and Rufus, to bear his cross. 

Alexander Act_19_33 And they drew {Alexander} out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And 
Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people. 

Alexander 2Ti_04_14 {Alexander} the coppersmith did me much evil: the Lord reward him according to 
his works: 



* alexander , 0223 Alexandros , alexander -0223 {alexander}, Alexander 0223 ** Alexandros ** {Alexander}. 
Alexander ......... Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander ......... and Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander 
......... And Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander ......... of Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander 0223 # 
Alexandros {al-ex'-an-dros}; from the same as (the first part of) 220 and 435; man-defender; Alexander, the name 
of three Israelites and one other man: -- {Alexander}.[ql Alexander 004 006 Act /${Alexander /and as many as 
were of the kindred of the high priest , were gathered together at Jerusalem . Alexander 015 021 Mar 
/${Alexander /and Rufus , to bear his cross . Alexander 019 033 Act /${Alexander /beckoned with the hand , and 
would have made his defence unto the people . Alexander 019 033 Act /${Alexander /out of the multitude , the 
Jews putting him forward . And Alexander beckoned with the hand , and would have made his defence unto the 
people . Alexander 004 014 IITi /${Alexander /the coppersmith did me much evil : the Lord reward him according
to his works : Alexander 001 020 ITi /${Alexander /whom I have delivered unto Satan , that they may learn not to 
blaspheme . alexander 6 * alexander And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of the 
country, the father of {Alexander} and Rufus, to bear his cross. alexander And Annas the high priest, and 
Caiaphas, and John, and {Alexander}, and as many as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered 
together at Jerusalem. alexander And they drew {Alexander} out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. 
And Alexander beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people. alexander And they 
drew Alexander out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And {Alexander} beckoned with the hand, 
and would have made his defence unto the people. alexander <1TI1 -20> Of whom is Hymenaeus and 
{Alexander}; whom I have delivered unto Satan, that they may learn not to blaspheme. alexander <2TI4 -14> 
{Alexander} the coppersmith did me much evil: the Lord reward him according to his works: 



* alexander , 0223 Alexandros ,



alexander -0223 {alexander},





Alexander 0223 ** Alexandros ** {Alexander}.





Alexander ......... Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander ......... and Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander 
......... And Alexander 0223 -Alexandros-> Alexander ......... of Alexander 0223 -Alexandros->



Alexander 0223 # Alexandros {al-ex'-an-dros}; from the same as (the first part of) 220 and 435; man-defender; 
Alexander, the name of three Israelites and one other man: -- {Alexander}.[ql
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Alexander Act_04_06 /${Alexander /and as many as were of the kindred of the high priest , were gathered 
together at Jerusalem . Alexander Mar_15_21 /${Alexander /and Rufus , to bear his cross . Alexander Act_19_33 
/${Alexander /beckoned with the hand , and would have made his defence unto the people . Alexander Act_19_33
/${Alexander /out of the multitude , the Jews putting him forward . And Alexander beckoned with the hand , and 
would have made his defence unto the people . Alexander 2Ti_04_14 /${Alexander /the coppersmith did me much
evil : the Lord reward him according to his works : Alexander 1Ti_01_20 /${Alexander /whom I have delivered 
unto Satan , that they may learn not to blaspheme .



alexander 6 *



alexander And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of the country, the father of 
{Alexander} and Rufus, to bear his cross. alexander And Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and 
{Alexander}, and as many as were of the kindred of the high priest, were gathered together at Jerusalem. 
alexander And they drew {Alexander} out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And Alexander 
beckoned with the hand, and would have made his defence unto the people. alexander And they drew Alexander 
out of the multitude, the Jews putting him forward. And {Alexander} beckoned with the hand, and would have 
made his defence unto the people. alexander <1TI1 -20> Of whom is Hymenaeus and {Alexander}; whom I have 
delivered unto Satan, that they may learn not to blaspheme. alexander <2TI4 -14> {Alexander} the coppersmith 
did me much evil: the Lord reward him according to his works:
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